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Abstract—It is often observed that students lack basic English 
language skills in India, inspite of the fact that the language is 
generally introduced early in school. Interestingly this is 
observed in vernacular medium schools as well as English 
medium schools. Common issues cited are lack of exposure of 
students to the language, inadequate teaching learning methods 
and practice. In this paper will discuss notion of an English 
Language learning lab to gain proficiency in basic language 
constructs – primarily for use in schools but can be used by any 
user wishing to learn the basics of the language. The interactive 
labs are focused on addressing common problems faced by 
students while learning the language and facilitate user with 
instant personalized feedback and remedial action. The user 
feedback, logs and case studies, testify the effectiveness of our 
approach. We feel that the English Language Lab when 
supplemented with existing teaching learning process will 
significantly enhance the English language capability of users. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
Proper communication in English has become an 

indispensable skill in professional and personal life. English is 
in India today a symbol of people’s aspirations for quality in 
education and a fuller participation in national and international 
life [2]. It is the most used language in the world and is 
prominently used in almost all fields like politics, science, 
maths, international relations, media, travel and education [3]. 
However even after graduation, students face difficulty in 
speaking and writing correctly in English. In fact many 
working professionals are not able to communicate properly in 
English and hence have to be trained for the same. Employers 
often complain about the issues they face due to poor 
communication skills of their employees. This issue is 
observed even though English is taught for several years in 
schools. We often see teachers complaining that even at high 
school level (i) students are not able to construct grammatically 
correct sentences, (ii) they are unable to apply the grammatical 
rules in practical scenarios. Many grammar concepts and rules 
such as use of prepositions, Subject-verb Agreement, Tense 
conversion, etc are confusing and students are unable to apply 
these practically. 

In the educational scenario of India today, the abilities of 
teaching and learning English language seem to be sadly 
lacking. These lacunae can be attributed to a number of factors, 
the major one being the lack of motivation on the part of 
students due to various reasons such as - lack of awareness 
regarding the importance and scope of the English language, 
faculty teaching techniques, lack of interest of knowledge of 
books which may not have practical application, stereotype 
kind of syllabi which may not cater the needs of the students 
[9]. Also, the evaluation of English Language at school level is 
often not as strict as other mainstream subjects like Maths and 
Science. The grades of English subject are hardly considered 
for admission to higher classes or college, etc. Science and 
Mathematics have lab activities which help the students to 
practically apply/verify theoretical concepts. There is no notion 
of a lab for English. All this has led to a continuing neglect of 
English as a subject in school and this gets reflected when the 
student starts working as a professional, as he is expected to 
have good communication skills to interact with clients, peers, 
etc.  

It is in this context we initiated the idea of English Labs as 
a part of our OLabs project. The thought was also inspired by a 
PhD work carried out under the guidance of one of the authors 
[8]. We implemented 12 Labs covering a number of common 
topics and these are being well received.  

In Section II, we review existing teaching learning 
methodology of English language, its shortcomings, 
pedagogical aspects of language learning and limitations of 
existing online systems for learning English. In Section III we 
introduce the concept of English Lab and its components. In 
Section IV we explain implementation of English Lab in 
Online Labs (OLabs) project under Digital India. In Section V, 
we present the user feedback, logs and case study findings to 
practically correlate our approach and its practical viability. 
Section VI, we put forward conclusions of our work and 
findings and propose future work in this area. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Overview of existing teaching learning process 
English is introduced in Class I or Class III by 26 States or 

union territories out of 35. Only seven States or union study 
suggests, regardless of the particular class in which English is 



introduced, the aim at the initial levels should be to build 
familiarity with the language in meaningful situations and the 
emphasis should shift from mastery learning with limited input 
(textbook) to regular exposure to a variety of meaningful 
language inputs [2] Despite these recommendations, it is hard 
to ensure quality of instruction and learning in India across 
different type of schools and variety of mediums. This is 
because of the large population, economic conditions, the 
cultural and social diversities, insufficient trained people and 
material, etc. [3] Some prominent problems with respect to 
English proficiency are: 

1) Lack of practical exposure to the language  
Language proficiency demands practice in Listening, 

Speaking, Reading and Writing skills. Our language evaluation 
usually do not consider listening and speaking. Most of the 
Indian students are exposed to their mother tongues. They do 
not get adequate opportunities either to listen to or speak in 
English. [3]. Also unlike Science and Mathematics Labs there 
is no conventional English lab currently in schools. Hence the 
students have very limited exposure to practical application of 
English Language constructs. This naturally reduces their use 
of English and results in poor competence in English. 

2) Lack of good teachers 
Lack of good teachers is an issue for almost every subject 

in India. It is observed that in some schools, teachers of other 
subjects teach English. Also the originally trained English 
teachers are usually not by native English speaking. [4] reports 
that a major chunk of schools in India are Government-aided 
regional-medium schools and Government regional-medium 
schools run by district and municipal education authorities, and 
teachers in both these school types lack proficiency in English 
Language. 

3) Limitations of Evaluation  
As mentioned before, evaluation of English Language 

subject is lenient particularly in vernacular medium, to ensure 
the students are promoted to the next grade. English grades are 
never a deciding factor for getting admission to any higher 
class or course.  

4) Lack of Motivation 
As students do not find any immediate need for English, 

their interest naturally slackens [3]. English subject score not 
counted for many things and lenient evaluation methodology 
also leads to drop in motivation level of students. 

5) Lack of Feedback 
For practicing language constructs, students are exposed to 

limited set of exercises available in textbooks and workbooks. 
It is not practically possible for teacher to evaluate the 
exercises of all students and give them constructive actionable 
feedback on what went wrong, etc. So the focus is on a few 
sample examples/exercises solved in the class, while the 
remaining exercises have to be solved by students on their 
own. In absence of proper feedback and guidance, the pre-
defined set of exercises becomes monotonous and boring for 
the students rather than being good practice tools.  

6) Inadequate teaching/learning/assessment material 
Most of the times, the Language is taught by the rules and 

learnt by rote memory [3]. In this method, the student loses the 

connect between the grammatical constructs/rules and applying 
them in practical scenarios. While attempts are being made to 
provide, exercises focused on application of grammatical 
constructs, the practice is limited to the examples/questions in 
the worksheets/formative assessment manuals. Students mostly 
memorize the answers to this predefined set of exercises, rather 
than solving these on their own.  

7) Lack of Confidence 
Another common observation is that though a student may 

know the theoretical concepts, he/she lacks confidence in using 
the language in real life, as they do not have enough 
opportunity to practice the usage. 

B. Pedagogical aspects of language learning 
Understanding the pedagogical aspects of language learning 

is essential to comprehend how the existing teaching learning 
scenario can be improved. Listed below are some key strategies 
to be considered in language learning: 

1) Motivation  
Learning motivation refers to student’s willingness, need, 

desire and compulsion to participation, and be successful in, 
the learning process [5]. Motivating the learning, hence, is very 
crucial aspect to facilitate language learning skills in students. 

2) Guided Interaction and Feedback 
Guided Interaction while doing an exercise, and providing 

feedback and right time interventions go a long way in 
motivating students to acquire a language. Interestingly, we do 
indirectly provide guided interaction and time to time feedback 
to kids when they are acquiring new language and it is effective 
too. 

3) Metacognition  
Rather than having students simply memorize information, 

teachers should model and explicitly teach thinking skills 
(metacognition) crucial to learning new concepts. Research 
shows that metacognition is a critical skill for learning a second 
language[6]  

4) Meaning-based context and universal theme.  
Research shows that when students are interested in 

something and can connect it to their lives or cultural 
backgrounds, they are more motivated and learn at better rate. 
[6] Students should be exposed to exercises, practical scenarios 
from real life for practicing language usage 

5) Modeling, graphic organisers and visuals. 
The use of variety of visual aids, including pictures, 

diagrams, and charts, helps all students – and especially 
English language learning students – easily recognize essential 
information and its relationship to supporting ideas  [6] Visuals 
make both language and, its constructs more accessible and 
students can connect well to it. 

6) Ample Examples to practice 
“There is at least one characteristic that is common to every 

successful language-learning experience we have ever known, 
and that is that the learner is exposed one way or another to an 
adequate amount of the data of the language to be learned” [7] 
Ample number of examples, exercises, worksheets should be 



given to students for practicing the grammatical constructs, and 
concepts. 

C. Existing systems 
While there are plenty of websites and apps available for 

learning Science and Mathematics, there are very few systems 
available for learning languages. We studied systems like Hello 
English, English leap, Duolingo, LILA, Learn English 6000 
words and Tutorvista. These apps facilitate users to learn the 
target language as per his preferred language of instruction. 
Except Tutorvista rest of the systems are mobile apps. Except 
Duolingo others have Indian Language support.  

While all the systems attempt to teach language to the user 
in a friendly way, these systems lack some aspects:  

• They focus on learning vocabulary and sentences 
specific to contexts – however explicit coverage of 
related grammar rules or aspects is missing. 

• Detailed and personalized feedback and analysis of 
student response is not provided  

• Most make use of canned sentences for activities, which 
have following issues:  

o Limited coverage of sentence types 

o Since number of sentences is limited, 
eventually output is predictable. 

• Improvement in performance of the student is not 
clearly depicted in any of the application.  

• Highlighting of common mistakes and remedy for the 
same is not available 

• Sections such as related theory, common mistakes, rules 
(for sentences), etc are not present. 

• Analysis of the student activity and performance is not 
available 

Keeping in mind the weaknesses plaguing the language 
learning scenario, the pedagogical guidelines for effective 
language learning and the weaknesses of the existing systems, 
we have formulated an English Lab which can be introduced to 
students at school level to inculcate grammar skills. 

III. OUR APPROACH – ENGLISH LABS 
In this section, we provide an outline of our approach – 

concept of English Lab, its major components, unique features, 
etc.  

A. Notion of a English Lab 
Subjects such as Science and Mathematics have practical 

labs supplementing the Theory. The various labs/practicals 
give an opportunity to the student to apply the theoretical 
concepts practically, verify theorems/laws/propositions, 
scientific phenomenon etc. English Labs is a unique attempt in 
designing a Laboratory for students, on the same theme as a 
science or maths lab, to apply the rules they have learnt in 
theory in practical scenarios. It also provides a platform for the 

students to practice grammatical constructs with a number of 
examples, reinforcing the foundations of the language. English 
Labs attempts to inculcate grammar skills and improve 
comprehension skills of students. Each English lab tackles one 
grammatical concept and consists of number of interactive 
exercises related to that concept. 

B. Choice of Topics for Activities 
We attempt to choose topics which are common problem 

areas in learning English for students, and which are amenable 
to machine processing with adequate accuracy. We shortlisted 
some common issue topics after exploration, discussion with 
teachers and students, and literature study: 

• Subject Verb Agreement errors* 

• Proper Choice of prepositions of direction, location 

• Punctuation 

• Choice of words from Vocabulary 

• Have Vs. Has* 

• Was vs. Were* 

• Misusing Irregular verbs 

• Active to Passive voice conversion and vice versa 

• Proper Sentence Construction as per “Tense” 

• Use of Quotation marks (Punctuation inside or outside 
quotation mark) 

• Regular and Irregular verb forms 

*Proper usage when ‘number’ of the subject varies 

We have implemented, as of now, labs addressing topics - 
Subject Verb Agreement errors, Proper Choice of prepositions 
of direction, location, Punctuation, Have Vs. Has, Was vs. 
Were, Misusing Irregular verbs, Active to Passive voice 
conversion and vice versa, Proper Sentence Construction as per 
“Tense”, Use of Quotation marks (Punctuation inside or 
outside quotation mark). 

C. Structure of the Lab 
Each experiment has sections covering related theory, 

procedure, lab, viva voce (assessment) and reference material 
(See Fig. 1)  

 

Fig. 1. Components of a Lab 

•  “Theory”: Theory section includes the related theory 
and rules related to the topic of the lab 

• “Procedure” – Includes the steps to be followed in 
completing the the Lab 

• “Lab” – This is the core part of the lab, includes 
interactive exercises for the topic. Apart from the main 



work area, it has sections for Instructions, Hints, 
Feedback, etc. (See Fig. 2) 

 

Fig. 2. Sample Lab View 

Providing such detailed scaffolding for the lab makes the 
lab self-contained, and ensured transparency in terminology, 
rules, and assumptions. The scope of the lab also becomes 
clear, facilitating ease of adoption. 

D. Personalised Feedback and Hints 
In a real-world tutorial class, ideally a teacher needs to 

review the work done by students regularly, and give 
appropriate feedback, so that they can improve their 
performance and remain motivated. However, it takes up too 
much of the teacher’s time, and is very difficult in large class. 
In English labs, reviewing the students’ solutions is done by 
our system, automatically. The feedback is directly as per the 
selected problem and the mistakes made by the student at that 
particular time. This helps students to notice the problems in 
their solutions and correct them. In activity such as Tense 
conversion, Voice conversion, Direct & Indirect speech and 
Singular & Plural conversion activity, dynamic feedback is 
given to the user with respect to the user submission. 

Feedback is generated based on comparison of user`s 
response and correct answer. Feedback is shown at granular 
level by notifying user about mistake in each word in the 
sentence. Feedback is displayed in the table format, in which 
there are 4 columns as follows (see Fig. 3): 

• Items - This column consists of the terms which are 
present in the sentence. 

• Result - This column indicates if the user response for 
particular Items is correct or wrong. 

• Description - Details are shown in this column in case 
response is wrong. 

• Remedy – Appropriate remedial action suggested  

 

Fig. 3. Feedback 

In Fig. 3 which is from the lab Tense conversion, the 
feedback for both wrong placement of helping verb and main 
verb is displayed. System gives the user two more chances to 
correct his/her answer. If the user gives the correct answer the 
system notifies the user about correct submission and user can 
move to next question on clicking 'Next' button. If the user 
gives the wrong answer even after third time, the user gets the 
feedback for his answer and gets the option to see the correct 
answer by clicking on 'Show answer' button.  

If user faces any difficulty while performing the activity he 
can take help of hint option as shown in the Fig 4. For 
example, in Tense conversion, the hints system highlights 
words with proper color (wherever required), so that user gets 
fair idea about what words can be placed where. Further hints 
also specify rules for constructing the sentence for the answer. 

 

Fig. 4. Hints 

E. Sentence Generation Component 
While exploring, we found that in available systems the 

sentences used for practice and teaching grammar are hard 
coded and/or limited set of sentences. We have used the idea of 
generation of sentences in learning phase of grammar by 
which, ample number and variety of sentences/phrases can be 
provided by our system for practice and evaluation. We had 
proposed this approach in [8] in the context of language 
learning. The sentences in our labs are generated by 
“automated sentence generation” module, which is a USP of 
English Labs. The sentences will be generated based on rules, 
sentence templates and vocabulary database (repository) [8]. 
Using these three, syntactically correct and meaningful 
sentences will be generated. This will also help sustain the 
attention and motivation of students who may lose interest by 
practicing same set or limited number of sentences. 

Auto-generation of sentences using rules and template will 
facilitate in: 

• Giving sentence specific answer choices for the given 
question 



• Personalized feedback.  

• Easy conversion from one form to another, based on the 
rule base. 

• Generating potentially large number of sentences. 

Sentence templates are selected randomly so that user is not 
given same sentence again and again.  

Fig. 5 illustrates a sample sentence template and sentences 
generated by such templates. 

 

Fig. 5. Sentences generated using a template 

F. Content Development Methodology and Quality check 
Since there is no equivalent English Lab in schools and 

hence no specific lab manual to be followed, we are following 
a systematic methodology in designing each lab. A set of 
parameters – must-have features, user interface elements, 
software used at backend, responsive design, etc - have been 
defined centrally for all English Labs, and form the basic 
standard for all English Labs. Ease of use is also kept in mind 
while designing the lab A problem area is chosen, and an 
outline of the proposed lab is prepared after referring to 
workbooks, manuals, available animations/simulations on that 
topic, etc. The outline is discussed internally and then a 
prototype is developed based on it. Once prototype is ready, it 
is vetted by identified subject matter expert (SME). Changes 
are done as per feedback from SME. This cycle continues till 
the lab is given a go ahead from SME for public release. After 
functional and integration testing, live release is done. A 
feedback tab is available for each activity on OLabs website to 
gather feedback from users. Through various training programs 
and field trials continual feedback is being gathered on the labs. 
A team goes through the feedback received, deliberates and 
filters them and passes the actionable points to the lab 
developers for the improvement of the labs. These feedback 
incorporation processes followed during development and post 
deployment ensures authenticity, quality and usability of the 
content in the lab. 

G. Other Innovative Features 
• Various response styles 

In language labs, one irritating aspect in implementing 
interactivity is having to deal with spelling, the time taken to 
input, and the complexities of parsing the input in the presence 

of possible grammar errors. Hence, we avoid direct typing in 
most cases, since spelling is not our primary focus. We use 
models like pick and choose, reorder a jumbled series, drag and 
drop, etc for the interactivity, keeping this in mind. 

• Various mode of access to OLabs and scenarios 

Olabs is available for free access over the internet on 
www.olabs.edu.in A live DVD version and user friendly 
windows installer is also available for schools constrained with 
internet usage. This can facilitate teachers/schools to use a 
completely functional Olabs anywhere without Internet 
availability and also without installing any software. 

• Usage in Multiple Scenarios 

a) For demonstration, explanation - A teacher can use 
“Lab” section of OLabs to demonstrate a particular Lab in the 
class or an AV room to students using a projector. b) for self-
learning, revision and exploration – The students can explore 
and study all the sections (“Theory”, Procedure, “Lab”, etc) in 
the labs in the school computer lab or at home using the local 
version or online version of labs. 

IV. CURRENT STATUS  
We have implemented English Lab concept in Online Labs 

project under Digital India. As of now 12 English labs are 
available for free access on www.olabs.edu.in. See Fig. 6  

A. List of  Labs 
• Active to Passive Voice Conversion - In this activity, a 

user is given a sentence in active voice and a jumbled 
version of the corresponding passive voice sentence. 
The user needs to sort the ordering of the words so as to 
form correct passive voice sentence. By this activity, the 
user learns all the rules required to convert Active to 
Passive conversion. 

• Passive to Active Voice Conversion: The working of 
this lab is similar to “Active to Passive Voice 
Conversion”, the user given sentence in passive voice 
and has to covert to active voice. 

• Tense Conversion – This interactive activity facilitates 
user to convert sentence in one tense to another tense. 
The user can choose tenses of interest and can learn by 
playing around with the sentence by dragging the words 
from the repository and dropping in an appropriate 
place.  

• Learning Prepositions of Location – This is a picture 
based activity in which scenario of Living room is 
provided and the student has to move an object inside 
the scene to the particular position as per the question 
(e.g ‘on’ the table). It will help students to learn about 
the generally confusing prepositions of location. 

• Learning Prepositions of Location (Picture Dictation) – 
This is picture based activity, scenario of an empty 
room and several movable objects are provided. The 
student has been given a dictation that describes the 
original image - objects in their respective positions, 



with help of prepositions. As per the dictation provided, 
he has to complete the scenario by placing each object 
in the particular position. At the end student can 
compare his constructed image and the intended image. 

• Subject-Verb Agreement - In this activity, a user can 
learn which form of the Verb should “agree” with the 
given form of the Subject. Here the user gets to know 
how to ensure correct Subject-Verb Agreement  

• Singular to Plural Conversion - In this activity, the user 
has to convert given singular forms to the plural forms 
of nouns. The word to be transformed is embedded in a 
sentence so that he learns the impact of the 
transformation on the other words in the sentence. In 
this activity, the user learns inflections required for the 
conversion of nouns forms to plural and also the 
respective verb forms which go with the noun forms. 

• Correction and Omission Activity - In this activity, a 
letter is given in which student has to find out which 
preposition are wrongly placed and replace them with 
correct preposition, remove the prepositions not 
required, etc. It will help student use right preposition at 
right place 

• Learning Preposition of direction - In this activity, Map 
is provided and incomplete steps to reach from place A 
to place D. Student has to complete the path from A to 
D by filling correct preposition (Direction) in the set of 
steps to reach destination. In this way student can come 
to know more about direction based prepositions. 

• Improving Comprehension Skills - Learning 
comprehension activity focuses on reading, 
understanding and reacting to a section or paragraph, 
report, letter, etc. This activity helps a user in improving 
the skills to absorb what they read, analyze it and make 
sense of it. It consists of activities such as Sentence 
Ordering, True or False, Crosswords, MCQs, etc. which 
help in comprehension learning. 

• Direct to Indirect Speech Conversion - In this activity, 
in first step user has to correctly punctuate the given 
sentence which is in Direct Speech. Then in the 2nd 
step user has to complete the incomplete Indirect speech 
version of the given sentence. 

• Reported Speech - In this activity, a conversation 
between the persons is displayed to the user, and 
template the user is required to fill the given reported 
speech for the respective conversation. The user is 
given feedback and hints for each blank. By this 
activity, the user learns how to convey any conversation 
to the third person or write a report for the magazines or 
newspapers. 

 

Fig. 6. English Labs Page on OLabs website www.olabs.edu.in 

B. Features Supported 
Table-I lists the features available in each Lab. 

TABLE I.  FEATURES SUPPORTED IN LABS 

 
C. Adding more Labs/Activities 

The lab framework has been designed in such a way that 
new exercises can be easily added to existing Labs. As of now 
documentation is provided to help users/teachers add new 
exercises, examples to existing vocabulary. More vocabulary 
and sentence templates can be added to further enrich the 
automatically generated sentences in the Labs.  

V. USAGE STATISICS  AND EFFECTIVENESS 
As a part of Rollout of Online Labs project, we are 

conducting workshops all over India for teachers on Online 



Labs. This includes a presentation, demo and handson on 
English Labs too. As of April, 2017, 64 workshops have been 
conducted in 12 states and over 2127 teachers from 881 
schools have been trained. Feedback is being gather from all 
these workshops and accordingly enhancements, suggestions is 
incorporated. 

A. User Feedback 
Initially we had associated the Labs with Classes IX & X. 

However, during validation workshops, teachers raised 
concerns regarding the complexity of the labs for Class IX/X. 
While most of the teachers found the labs useful for learning 
basics of English Labs, they suggested not associating with 
specific class but to associate with proficiency of users in 
English Labs. Accordingly, we are not associating the labs with 
any specific class now. The lab on Subject Verb agreement was 
added later as per popular demand from users. Some specific 
feedback from users (mostly teachers) are listed below: 

“Olabs framework will be an excellent tool for teachers as 
well as students english language is a major problem in indian 
school;so more of english labs will be welcome and helpful” - 
a Teacher 

“Olabs is very useful because at same time many student it 
can read on one topic by many others. In english sentence 
formation can be learnt through many examples.”  a Teacher 

“Using English Labs, practically english grammar can be 
study more effectively.” – a Teacher 

“Yes, Hints & feedback in ‘Singular & Plural Activity’ 
explain the grammar rules in simple and easy to understand 
manner” - An English enthusiast (online feedback) 

B. Lab Online Usage Statistics 
Fig.7 shows the Page Views for each Lab (for “Lab”) 

section) and Fig. 8 shows the average time spent by user on 
each Lab (For “Lab” section) using google statistics 

 
Fig. 7. English Labs Page Views (Lab section)  [Jan-16 to Dec-16] 

 

Fig. 8. Average time spent by users on a Lab (in seconds) [Jan-16 to Dec-16] 

C. Case Study 
It was planned to conduct a study on English Labs in 

various schools, to analyze the effectiveness of the labs. The 
details were as follows: 

1) Classes: VI to VIII (any one class) 
2) Two Sets of students:  

a) Control group - Will not be provided access to 
relevant online English Labs (only during period of case 
study) 

b) Experimental Group - Will be provided access to 
relevant Online English Labs for period of 3-4 days. 

3) Group Constraints 
a) At least 25-30 students each in Controlled as well as 

experimental group  
b) Can be two separate division in same class, if no 

significant difference in performance profile of the two 
divisions. 

c) Both groups should be comparable. 
4) Olabs Access - Half-n-hour per day for 3-4 days for the 

Experimental Group 
5) Timeline 

a) Day-1 - Pre-test for control group and experimental 
group. 

b) Day- 2 to 5 - Access to Olabs to experimental group. 
c) Day- 6  - Post Test for control group and 

experimental group. 
 

• Case Study-1: Balbharati School, Kharghar 

Around 46 students participated in this Case Study from 
Class VII (23 in Experimental & 23 in Controlled group). 
Analysis of pre & post test performance of both groups is 
shown in Fig. 9 



 
Fig. 9. Balbharati School Case Study Overall 

In Fig. 9, we can see that median (Medi) indicates 
significant improvement in the performance of experimental 
group. Whereas in the third quartile (3rdQ) performance of 
both groups has degraded but, the experimental group has still 
done better than the controlled group. 

One more case study has been completed and we are 
analyzing the results. We are planning to conduct further case 
studies in a larger scale. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Language Labs for handson experience with languages are 

not available in schools like science and Maths Labs. We have 
implemented the concept of English Lab in Online Labs 
Project. 12 labs are now available. As per the feedback from 
users in various workshops & Lab usage statistics we feel the 
idea is effective in enhancing the English learning capabilities 
of the student. Considering the encouraging feedback from 
users, we are working on adding more labs. We are also 
investigating effectiveness of this model through various 
modes such as case studies, user action tracking, etc. Planned 
activities include: 

A. More Labs & Exercises  
Some more labs around other common problems in English 

like Vocabulary building, pronunciation, etc, are being 
planned. The current labs are being enriched by adding more 
vocabulary, templates, exercises, etc. 

B. Case Studies 
Schools are being approached for Case studies. We plan to 

conduct case studies in atleast 5-6 schools more in recently 
started academic year. 

C. User Tracking & Analysis 
User action logging has been enabled for last few months, 

and analyzing the user log to find study usability and 
effectiveness is in progress. We are hopeful this will give us 

useful insight on the labs from user perspective and also if 
there any bottle necks within the labs to be addressed. 

D. Pilot Deployment 
We are also looking forward for pilot deployments in 

schools who have expressed interest in incorporating OLabs in 
their time table and in schools where Case study has been 
conducted. This will involve a more systematic and regular use 
of these labs as part of the curricular framework 
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